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Aims/goals of our programme

Extreme positions on both sides of the climate debate 

arise because of the high degree of uncertainty 

surrounding the amount of future warming and the 

lack of detailed predictions at the regional level

“The Northern Hemisphere winter is already proving once 

again that global warming is another undelivered 

government promise”. Dr Tim Ball

A major goal for climate scientists is to provide credible and 

transparent assessments of model accuracy and other 

uncertainties. This requires the close collaboration of 

mathematicians, statisticians and climate scientists

Coldest Winter in 1000 Years Cometh – not.

http://www.climatism.net/climatism/
http://anhonestclimatedebate.files.wordpress.com/2008/09/dr-tim-ball1.jpg


Aims/goals of our programme

• To reduce uncertainty (?) in climate predictions 

(improve climate models?) and properly assess (?) 

model accuracy (better interpret their output?)

• Provide a credible, systematically-derived, 

transparent assessment of uncertainty…..

• ….thus engage in an honest dialogue with policy 

makers and the public (by answering the question 

asked; and by pointing out when the question is 

unanswerable)



Aims/goals of our programme

• To stimulate improved stochastic sub-grid-scale physics 

models

– to improve the variability of ensemble climate simulations

– improve the connection between deterministic models and 

statistical tools

– establish frameworks for relating models of different 

resolutions 

• Develop statistical techniques to provide a sound basis for 

probabilistic climate prediction

– Synthesis of vast amounts of model data

– quantitative answers to questions of interpreting 

probabilistic output

– how best to use measurements to assess quality of 

climate model predictions (and initialisation – D/A)  



Overarching goal

• To bring together world-leading researchers in 

climate modelling, mathematics & statistics to 

face the challenges of climate prediction

“The best way to do statistical climatology is to find a 

statistician”. H. Lambert

“My participation in both the CLP programme and PDEs 

in kinetic theory proved scientifically stimulating and 

productive”. Y. Zhou

“The questions arising from my seminar caused me to 

re-evaluate my data analysis method and I have 

produced new results that are more robust”. L. Thomson



Reality

Comprehensive 

mathematical models
Idealised mathematical 

models

Mathematics and Climate 

•Aids understanding

•Used to frame 

hypotheses

•Used to test hypotheses

•Policy relevant

INI has brought these various communities together



The CLP programme in numbers

• 157 – number of participants

• 19 week programme

• 95 days of scientific interaction 

• 150 – hours of formal presentations

• 2-5 new collaborations per participant (as 

indicated by individual final reports)

• Many potential new papers, grant applications

• In short, an unrivalled opportunity for cross 

discipline research on a large scale   



What happened – workshops and outputs

• August 23-27 workshop here at INI 

– ―Stochastic methods in climate modelling‖

– Programme, abstracts, videos at

http://www.newton.ac.uk/programmes/CLP/clpw01p.html

– Some papers in Phil Trans. Roy. Soc. Lond. A special issue 

―Climate predictions: the influence of nonlinearity and 

randomness‖

• September 20-23 workshop at University of Exeter

– ―Probablistic Climate Prediction‖

– Programme, abstracts, videos at

http://www.newton.ac.uk/programmes/CLP/clpw02p.html

– Emerging research questions (10) and discussion on Wiki

• November 24, Willis, London

– ―Climate Change Question Time‖

– Poster at 

http://www.newton.ac.uk/programmes/CLP/clpw03poster.pdf

• December 6-10 – this workshop!



What happened – discussion sessions

• Emulators and ―particle filtering‖ September 2

• Palaeo-climate reconstruction and SUPRAnet 

September 15

• Tipping points October 18-21

• Allied RSS meeting  October 22

―Complexity and statistics: tipping points and 

crashes‖

• Multi-model ensembles / probabilistic climate 

projection October 26



What happened – individual talks

Apart from workshops, 48 individual talks (13 

August – now)

Titles, videos at

http://www.newton.ac.uk/programmes/CLP/semin

ars/index.html

(Many of these are quite informal

– the main purpose was to foster interaction)



Emerging themes and findings

• Framework for handling uncertainty

• Probabilistic Projections

• Emulators, Bayes, ABC . .

• Paleo-climate and proxy data

• Tipping points

• GCMs

• Stochastic parameterisations therein and 

turbulence spectrum

• Data Assimilation

• Maximum Entropy Production,

• Hamiltonian Particle Mesh method



Uncertainty frameworks 1: key issues from Exeter 
workshop

• What are relevant / dominant sources of uncertainty in any 
application? 

• Which climate simulators to include in any study? 

• How to handle fundamental simulator deficiencies? 

• How to weight information from multiple simulators? 

• Different conceptual frameworks e.g. “population” of 
simulators versus exchangeable set (operationally probably 
similar however)

• How to ensure decision-relevant probabilistic interpretation 
of information? 

• How to provide uncertainty assessments in form suitable 
for downstream / stakeholder use?



Uncertainty frameworks 2: contributions from 
programme

• Interpretation / analysis of ensemble experiments (talks on 
Tuesday):

- Jonty Rougier

- Michael Goldstein 

- Richard Chandler

Includes contributions on weighting simulators; handling 
deficiencies; decision-relevant probabilities

• Discussions of potential for Dempster-Schafer extended 
probability calculus to represent complete lack of 
knowledge (even probabilistic): probs sum to P < 1 with Q = 
1-P representing “don‟t know” i.e. unwillingness to assign 
any probability



Uncertainty frameworks 3: issues to take forward

• More experience needed with application of 
frameworks in practice (more climate/ocean –
statistics collaborations – like this!)

• Role for statistical design of climate model 
experiments to better quantify uncertainty (e.g. 
QUMP, ENSEMBLES, NARCCAP)

• More dialogue with end users / stakeholders to 
determine how best to provide probabilistic 
information; to encourage recognition of its value; 
to provide guidance on its use and interpretation



Statistical aspects of the programme

• Role of phenomenological models in studying complex systems 

(Michael Ghil, Didier Paillard, Frank Kwasniok, Hank Dijkstra, 

Michel Crucifix, Arthur Dempster)

• Data assimilation with uncertain static parameters: statistical 

approach using Particle-MCMC (Jonty Rougier, Michel 

Crucifix).

• Approximations of the above for large problems (John Haslett, 

Vincent Garreta, Andrew Parnell, Nathan Urban, Richard 

Wilkinson, Neil Edwards)

• General Bayesian methods for palaeoclimate reconstruction 

(Caitlin Buck, John Haslett, Vincent Garreta, Andrew Parnell, 

Michel Crucifix, Jonty Rougier)

• Statistical models for multi-model ensembles (James Annan, 

Julia Hargreaves, David Stephenson, Bryson Bates, Richard 

Chandler, Jonty Rougier, Michael Goldstein)
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Global temperatures are evolving as predicted in 
response to human influence

Global temperature response to 

greenhouse gases and aerosols

Solid: climate model simulation 

(HadCM2)

Dashed: recalibrated  prediction 

using data to August 1996

(Allen, Stott, Mitchell, Schnur, 

Delworth, 2000)

Observed decadal mean 

temperature September 

1999 to August 2009 

inclusive



Figure 10.9

Source: IPCC Fourth Assessment Report

Probabilistic climate projections



Rank histograms 

from CMIP3 output

Loop over grid points 

and rank the 

observation w.r.t. 

ensemble members, 

compute histogram

Uniform histogram is 

desirable

U-shaped = too narrow

Domed = too wide
Tokuta Yokohata, James D. Annan, Julia C. Hargreaves, Charles S. Jackson, Michael Tobis, Mark J. Webb, David Sexton, Mat Collins



Probabilistic climate projection day – 26 Oct

• Different approaches to probabilistic projections. (Myles 

Allen, Dan Rowland, Steve Jewson, Peter Stott)

• Using information from detection and attribution studies to 

estimate scaling factors which can then be applied to 

model output to adjust space-time patterns associated with 

different forcings. Trends can then be projected with 

associated uncertainties (ASK methodology – after Allen, 

Stott & Kettleborough)

• There was debate about the applicability of the method, but 

it is clear than any interpretation of climate projections 

needs to make clear any methods and assumptions

• Rigour and transparency 



• Extrapolation of signals (e.g. ASK)

• The meaning of simple ensemble averaging

• Emergent constraints

• Single-model Bayesian approaches (including 

“objective” Bayes)

• Challenges

Probabilistic projections (Mat Collins – next talk)



Model resolution v. ensemble size

• Optimizing the trade-off for finite computing resources 

(Peter Cox, Chris Ferro, Tim Jupp, Hugo Lambert, Chris 

Huntingford)

• Climate modelling is generally considered to be limited by 

computing resources

• Model biases are typically reduced by increasing spatial 

resolution  and/or improving model parametrizations

• Assessing uncertainty, risk, extreme events, requires 

ensembles of climate models spanning the key sources of 

uncertainty

• So there is a tension between increasing computational 

cost per climate model and the feasible size of ensembles.



Complexity vs Quantification of Uncertainty
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Greater Realism 

of Model

Better Estimate

of Uncertainty

Is there an optimal trade-off between 

Model Complexity and Ensemble Size?



Emulators (Peter Challenor – Tuesday)

• An emulator is a statistical approximation to the 

original simulator (Gaussian Process, or 

Bayesian NN)

• It gives us an estimate of what the simulator 

would give plus a measure of uncertainty

• It is very fast

1.Run a designed experiment with the simulator

2.Build the emulator (incl diagnostic checks)

3.Use the emulator for statistical inference on the 

simulator outputs



An Example



Progress with emulators

• Development of a toy example to demonstrate the utility of emulators 

even for very non-linear functions; role of experimental design (Peter 

Challenor, Robin Tokmakian)

• Extension of Bayesian neural net emulators to account for uncertainty 

within a large-scale calibration exercise (Lev Tarasov, Andrew Keats)

• Multivariate emulation of HadCM3 output (Tamsin Edwards, Jonty 

Rougier (Tues 7 Dec), Mat Collins); multivariate emulation more 

generally (Serge Guillas, Richard Wilkinson)



Palaeoclimate challenges

Reconstruct past climates (maps) from sparse 

observations

Statistical framework to improve dating of records

Identify palaeoclimate dynamics based on data and 

models

locate „tipping points‟, anticipate bifurcations, and 

quantify linear and non-linear responses

Quantify uncertainties

Advise on future record collections

where should one best drill to answer a specific 

question?  



INI activities on palaeoclimates

A wide variety of talks on

communicating joined uncertainties, emulators, 

palaeoclimate dynamical systems (construction and 

identification), calibration methods 

Think-tank on model discrepancy, how to represent it and 

best account for it?

Model calibration methods

tutorial on particle filter

application on Approximate Bayesian Computation and

Particle Marginal Metropolis Hastings to idealised models

development of an emulator of Hadley Center simulators

to reconstruct the mid-Holocene climate

interface between palaeoclimate scientists and statisticians, 

e.g. : SUPRAnet initiative 



Recommendations

Use state-of-the-art statistical methods

transparency on modelling choices

transparency on uncertainties

Communicate joined uncertainties

Express model discrepancy

reality as a „hidden‟ state vector

summary statistics may be a way to express model 

discrepancy efficiently

Tutorials for palaeoclimate scientists needed on

Dynamical systems (paper in prep. : „ITOP‟ group )   

Bayesian inference  (paper in prep. : „SUPRANET‟ 

group)



SUPRAnet – 15 September

• Members of the Leverhulme Trust funded International Network known 

as SUPRAnet used the INI Programme as an opportunity for an extra 

meeting in the final stages of their funding.

SUPRAnet - Studying Uncertainty in Palaeoclimate Reconstruction: a 

network.

The Network is led by statisticians and also comprises climate 

modellers and experts in a wide range of indicators of past climate 

known as proxies

Proxies are preserved indicators of past climate (e.g. fossil remains of 

plants and animals and isotopic ratios) which are typically preserved in 

physical archives like lake sediments and ice deposits. 



Proxy-based palaeoclimate reconstruction

• Reconstructing past climate on the basis of proxy data is a complex 

multivariate statistical problem since climate is multivariate 

(temperature, precipitation, wind speed, wind direction, etc) and so are 

the proxies themselves (many types of pollen, many different isotopic 

signals)

Proxy archives record climate on the depth scale, but we want to 

reconstruct it on a chronological scale. Each proxy type responds to 

climate in a different way and each archive translates time to depth in a 

different way.

SUPRAnet wants to understand the uncertainties that are present when 

we learn about past climate from proxies. Until now most proxy 

scientists have focussed on trying to reconstruct the "most likely" past 

climate, not uncertainty. Uncertainty becomes key when one wishes to 

compare or combine reconstructions done by different people or for 

different geographical locations.



Emerging themes and findings – Use of proxies 
[from Caitlin Buck and special session]

How to use e.g. pollen 

counts to extrapolate 

climate back if recent 

correl’n with  Temp.

DO NOT regress Temp. 

(cause) on pollen (effect) 

-regression is not 

reciprocal.

The proper thing to do is

Generate large collection of candidate prior climates

Forward model climate to proxy (e.g.pollen), 

i.e. generate candidate proxy data for each candidate 

climate (much work – fig.)

Score each candidate proxy for match to observations

Re-weight candidate climates according to scores → giving posterior 

distribution



Emerging themes and findings –
trends against natural variability [from Cécile Penland]

• Issue: internal variability of IPCC models
– Not sufficient to see if observed climate due to 

natural variability?

• Observation-based stochastic models

using Linear Inverse Modelling (LIM) & allowing this 

possibility

—> observed trend in most energetic SST 

pattern v. improbable

• Future collaboration between INI participants

(Univ. Oxford, Univ. Colorado, NOAA)

will evaluate relation (trends↔internal variability) 

in IPCC models
using LIM-based techniques



Trends against natural variability (2) 
[from Cécile Penland]



Emerging themes and findings –

Tipping points [from Tim Lenton, UEA]Changing number of climate states during the last 

ice age

GRIP (left) and NGRIP (right) δ18O data; 60 kyr, 

Greenland Livina, Kwasniok & Lenton (2010) Climate of the Past, 6: 77-82

No. of states: 1, 2, 3, 4

δ18O 

No. 

of 

state

s

2→1

30-

25

kyrB

P

Reconstructed potentials: IV loses  warm interstadial



Tipping points (2) [from Tim Lenton, UEA]
Slowing down at the end of the ice age: Destabilisation of 

cold glacial state
Lenton, Livina, Dakos et al. (in prep.) Phil 

Trans A

Early warning 

indicator of  

coming loss of 

stability of 

glaciated NH: 

lag-1 

autocorrelation 

GRIP δ18O 

Spans last 

glacial max, 

Bolling –Allerod

warm

Younger Dryas

coolingDetrended:

Shows change 

to larger 

amplitude, 

lower 

frequency



Tipping points + [from Chris Huntingford]

• Simple theoretical model of rainfall ↔ land surface & self-

maintaining terrestrial C

– Toy model of Amazon die-back

Reduce rainfall until feedbacks no longer maintain coverage

+ noise in rainfall → how noise maps to biome coverage

→ equations to consider critical slowdown effect

• Plan to consider interactions when multiple versions side-

by-side

• Adopted Moran as simple first-order spatial correlation 

statistic

Investigating when significant changes of Temperature occur 

(HadCM3LC)

? ↔actual major changes predicted with HadCM3LC



Emerging themes and findings – GCMs
[from Mike Cullen]
Geostrophic balance holds to a smaller scale than 

would be expected.   Reason: Landau damping 

mechanism applies to atmosphere (developed to explain 

plasmas’ homogeneity )

– Young measures provide a rigorous way of discussing 

this

(well established in other fields)

Understanding blocking climatology.  Recent 

results: 
– Blocking likely to be more frequent with smaller radius 

of deformation

– So stratospheric structure (winds) —>  radius of 

deformation 

—> tropospheric climatology

(analysis of shallow water equations with 

varying Froude number)



Emerging themes and findings –
uncertainty from model numerics   [Paul Williams, Wed pm]

Climatology of Lorenz attractor sensitive to time step



Emerging themes and findings –

Chemistry-Climate model (CCM) [from Serge Guillas]

To calibrate parameterizations in CCM, viz. 

WACCM 

(NCAR Whole Atmosphere Community 

Climate Model)

• Many parameterizations, for chemistry 

components

(and unresolved orography, gravity 

waves)

• INI discussed experiments design, Bayesian 

calibration →progress 

• Runs and calibration in 2011, Leverhulme Trust 

funding

Stratospheric ↔tropospheric processes



Chemistry-Climate model (2) – trends in T(p)

Eyring, et al. 2007, J.G.R. 112, 

D16303
8 CCMs global  annual 

mean 

(90°S to 90°N, top row) 

(25°S to 25°N, bottom 

row) 1980 to 1999 (left)

2000 to 2049 (right)
Surface CO2, CH4, N2O as

IPCC A1B (medium) 

scenario
CFCs, HCFCs, halons as 

WMO/UNEP (2003) Ab

scenario
SST, sea ice from 

respective underlying OA 

GCMs (IPCC AR4 

simulations).  (or 

HadGEM1)
(But ULAQ 2010-2019 

SST  cycle repeated to 

2049)
No CCMs here ↔ ocean, 

sea ice



Emerging themes and findings –

Emulation as Parametrisation [Peter Challenor, Tues pm]

• We have a GCM that cannot resolve sub-grid 

scale processes

• But we have a process model for these 

processes

• This is too slow to embed in the GCM

• Build an emulator for the process model

• Embed this in the GCM (in a deterministic or a 

stochastic way)

• Also emulators for superparameterisation (re 

clouds)?



Emerging themes and findings –

stochastic parameterisation for convection [Bob Plant]

Background

Few clouds per grid box (depends on size and 

forcing), maybe 1 or 2

=> actual no. of clouds &  convection in box 

unpredictable

Convective equilibrium: theory for mean strength & 

fluctuations 

Plant-Craig parameterisation enacts :  

stochastic:  models fluctuations (and 

mean response).

(hitherto in single-column models & ensemble 

weather forecasting) 

clouds vary; no effect if coarse GCM grid;      finer grid needs

stochastic parameterisation



stochastic parameterisation for convection (2)

Example snapshot of 

precipitation rate, Met Office 

model, 

with scattered convection

(randomly distributed)

Pdf of convective mass 

flux, shows range of 

convective responses

over an area (64km)2

Plant-Craig scheme 

behaviour

c.f. 

distribution from 



stochastic parameterisation for convection (3)

Outcomes from INI programme

1. Scheme sent to Joe Tribbia to try out for the next 

NCAR climate model 

2. Trying to develop theory to model convection out 

of equilibrium

yet still account for stochastic nature 

Realised previous (non-stochastic) attempts wrong! 

(benefit from dynamical systems thinking; comment 

article submitted)

May have reached a good system, still need to 

investigate theory more

Also (Judith Berner +Joe Tribbia)

High- and low-resolution twin expts. for backscatter from 



Emerging themes and findings –
sub-grid-scale energy transfers [from Ye Zhou]
• External agencies (rotation, stratification etc.) affect energy 

transfers

• Understanding of energy transfers should  —> sub-grid 

models for LES

• Approach: consider how the external agencies modify the 

energy spectrum

• Can derive sub-grid models consistently, based on so-

modified energy spectra

Geophysical dynamics: the 

global picture for small Froude 

or small Rossby regimes

How the energy 

spectrum is modified by 

an external agency 

(here, small Rossby



Emerging themes and findings – turbulence
[from John Thuburn]

For this vorticity field we 

can 

• calculate the energy 

tendency at every 

wavenumber

• truncate the spectrum to 

wavenumber 96 (say)

• again calculate the energy 

tendency at every 

wavenumber.

Difference is

energy tendency at every 

waveno. due to 

wavenumbers > 96

Vorticity field from a relatively 

high resolution integration of 

the barotropic vorticity

equation



Emerging themes and findings – turbulence (2)

Top left plot shows this difference. Top right likewise for enstrophy

If model only resolves to waveno. 96, plot shows what is wanted from 

perfect subgrid model 

These simple but commonly used subgrid models 

a) dissipate energy and enstrophy over too wide a range of wavenumbers

b) fail to capture the backscatter of energy into small wavenumbers.

Participants are looking at whether other (incl. stochastic) subgrid models 

can do better

Lower plots:

effect of del2 or del4

scale-selective 

dissipation

on energy & 

enstrophy spectra 

for the same 

vorticity field 

truncated to 

waveno 96.



Stochastic parameterisation – cont’d

• And more in Tim Palmer’s Rothschild 

lecture



Emerging themes and findings –

Maximum Entropy (Production) [Peter Cox – Wed. am]

• Several presentations and discussion 

sessions

• Potential general constraint

• But a priori confidence to apply?

• Peter Cox hopefully to discuss



Emerging themes and findings –
Stochastic model reduction  [from Georg Gottwald]

Methods discussed in climate modelling 
(e.g. talks by Christian Franzke and Georg Gottwald) 

Wide area of applications. 

Singular stochastic perturbation theory used in 

thermostat* models.

*used to model interaction of system in contact with large 

reservoir

Aim: to find equations of motion which 

(i) sample the canonical equilibrium density 

(ii) allow for evaluation of temporal quantities, e.g. auto-

correlation  fns.

Methods developed for molecular dyn. (e.g. constant 

T simulations),
Present efforts to adapt to fluid dynamics.

Several methods in literature

notably Langevin equations and Nose-Hoover 



Stochastic model reduction (2)

Numerical 

simulations of 

Hamiltonian 

system,

1 d.o.f, quartic

double-well

potential. 

Eqn.: ―Nose-Hoover 

Langevin

system‖. 

Stochastic, designed 

to

sample (for each 

ε) the 

canonical 

equilibrium 

Small ε: looks very Langevin-like

large ε: looks smooth ~deterministic 

(For long times, system explores the canonical equilibrium distribution, for all 



Emerging Themes and findings

Data Assimilation [from Sebastian Reich]

• Progress on extension of ensemble-based data 

assimilation

towards non-Gaussian assimilation 

schemes

• Interpret Bayes theorem as transportation

prior → posterior distribution

• Optimal transportation theory → transport map:

apply to ensemble 

members

• Ensemble Kalman filter techniques can be put in 

this framework but   transport map not 

restricted to Gaussian distributions

• Initial studies performed on Gaussian mixture 



Emerging themes and findings –

Data Assimilation [from Jacques Vanneste]

• Mathematical formulation for data assimilation for 

climate models?

• Can think of equation governing pdf of all variables

(e.g. Fokker-Planck equation)

as basic equation for climate studies.

• State of climate system is pdf

Observations provide information about pdf

Assimilation should lead to best estimate for pdf

• Assimilation normally involves ensemble of solutions

→ for climate assimilation should consider ensemble 

of pdfs

each with a certain probability

• This probability (pdf of pdfs) should be governed by

something like an infinite-dimensional Fokker-



Emerging themes and findings – HPM
(Hamiltonian Particle-Mesh method)  [from Seoleun Shin]

Alternative to Eulerian formulation of 

dynamical cores 
ensures the exact transport and conservation of 

mass 

—> interest for climate simulations

Schematic of HPM discretisation ensuring energy conservation

Rising and sinking 

bubble simulation

(Shin and Reich, 2009; 

Atmos. Sci. Lett. 10, 233-

240).

Particles of +ve (red), -ve

(blue) potential T in 

isentropic simulation.



Hamiltonian Particle-Mesh method (2)

Schemes based on HPM method 

developed:
for ―shallow water‖ equations on the sphere

nonhydrostatic  and hydrostatic vertical 

slice models

Benchmark tests show
HPM can represent atmospheric flows

preserves energy accurately in long-

term simulations

Currently experimenting: orography  —> 

gravity waves



This workshop – Uncertainty in Climate Prediction: 
Models, Methods and Decision Support

• Outline 

– Today  —> ―Synthesising Projections‖ + 

Rothschild Lecture

– Past climate + emulators, uncertainty and 

probablistic aspects

– More about models

– Stakeholder interests

– Wrap-up

• Aims

(in discussion en route and in Friday sessions)

– Encapsulate findings

– How to disseminate them



www.noc.ac.uk

Thank you for your attention

EPSRC et al.


